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The Greene School explores the interdependence of human and natural systems.  Through a rigorous pre-college curriculum, we develop citizens and 
leaders engaged in finding peaceful and sustainable solutions to local and global challenges.  
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The Greene School explores the interdependence of human and natural systems.  Through a rigorous pre-college curriculum, we develop citizens and 
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2019-2020 Work Plan- Character 

4-Year Character Impact Goal: Students from TGS will demonstrate the values of integrity, 
compassion, perseverance, and responsibility as engaged citizens and active leaders of their 
communities.   

2019-2020 Character Performance Benchmark: 
100% of students will become effective learners in order to contribute to a community of learners: 

● engaged in high levels of discussion and collaboration,  
● that can self-manage their SEL and academic needs, 
● that can preserve even in times of challenge, 
● that is productively and actively engaged in the classroom and beyond, 
● and consistently demonstrates their commitment to education through their responsibility for 

learning. 
This means: 

● We will score a 3.2 schoolwide average for the HOC target across all courses combined.  
● 100% of students will be able to communicate their strengths and areas of growth as an 

effective learner and the impact on their course proficiency.  

Theory of Action:  If students help to define what an effective looks like and sounds like, monitor their 
progress in relation to their classes, and are held accountable in the classroom, then they will 
demonstrate the habits of an effective learner and will have greater academic achievement.  

Implementation Priorities:  
Core Practice 21: Creating a Community of Learning (A: Setting Clear Schoolwide Expectations) 
Core Practice 22: Fostering Habits of Character 
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Core Practice 21: Creating a Community of Learning 
The EL Education model fosters and celebrates students’ academic growth and character development as inseparable. 
Members of the school community live up to the spirit of EL Education’s Design Principles on a daily basis and create a 
school climate characterized by physical and emotional safety, joy in learning, kindness, and positive leadership.  

Core Practice 22: Fostering Habits of Character 
In the EL Education model, students’ character development is equally as important as producing high quality work and 
mastering knowledge and skills. Throughout their education journey, students are working to become effective learners, 
ethical people, and contributors to a better world. 
 
All three aspects of strong character (becoming effective learners, becoming ethical people, and contributing to a better 
world) are essential for success in school and in life. In the EL Education model, all learning is character-based. Students 
are on a mission to do good work: work that is food in quality, good for the soul, and good for the world. 

Core Practice 23: Building the Culture and Structure of Crew 
In the EL Education model, the tradition of Crew is both a culture and a structure. The term “crew” comes from educator 
Kurt Hahn, founder of Outward Bound. Hahn’s quote, “We are crew, not passengers, strengthened by acts of 
consequential service to others” inspired the EL Education motto, “We are crew.” The culture of crew impels all members 
of a school community to work together as a team, to pitch in, to help others. Staff and students help their colleagues and 
peers get up the mountain together- individual success is not enough. The structure of Crew- daily meetings to support 
everyone’s learning and growth- makes time for students to build meaningful relationships with peers and their Crew 
leader, to reflect on and monitor academic progress, and to focus on character development. Crew is also an engine for 
equity and inclusion, a place where all students feel they belong and can succeed. Crew leaders strategically plan Crew 
meetings to address and assess these multiple goals. 
 
The culture of crew extends beyond the school walls to relationships with families and community members. 

Grading Expectations 
Assessment is meant to provide students and families accurate, detailed, and clear feedback on the quality of learning 
based upon multiple assessments.  
 

1. At least one grade per week must be assessed and reported through PowerSchool. 
2. Investigation targets (i.e. wilderness, peace fest, book club) should be updated within a week after closing the unit 

out. 
3. Habits of character are not assessed in Crew. 
4. Crews are expected to follow the playlist and complete all learning targets and tasks within their grade-level. 

Crew is a credit-bearing course and students are required to complete four years of Crew to graduate. 
Understanding Group Process 
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Tuckermans’s Team Development Model 
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Understanding Group Process Con’t 
 

Stage 1: 
Forming 

Stage 2: 
Storming 

Stage 3: 
Norming 

Stage 4: 
Performing 

❏ Individuals are 
not clear on 
what they’re 
supposed to 
do. 

❏ The mission 
isn’t owned by 
the Crew. 

❏ Wondering 
where we’re 
going. 

❏ No trust yet. 
❏ High learning. 
❏ No group 

history; 
unfamiliar 
with Crew 
members. 

❏ Noems of the 
Crew are not 
established. 

❏ People check 
one another 
out. 

❏ People are not 
committed to 
the Crew. 

❏ Roles and 
responsibilities are 
articulated. 

❏ POD/ agendas are 
displayed. 

❏ Problem solving 
doesn’t work well yet. 

❏ People want to modify 
the Crew’s mission. 

❏ Trying new ideas. 
❏ Splinter groups form. 
❏ People set boundaries. 
❏ Anxiety abounds. 
❏ People push for 

position and power. 
❏ Cliques drive the Crew. 
❏ Little Crew spirit. 
❏ Lots of personal 

attacks. 
❏ Level of participation 

by members is at its 
highest (for some) and 
its lowest (for some). 

❏ Success occurs. 
❏ Crew has all the 

resources needed for 
doing the job/ task. 

❏ Appreciation and trust 
build. 

❏ Purpose is well defined. 
❏ Feedback is high, well-

received, and objective. 
❏ Crew confidence is 

high. 
❏ Leader reinforces Crew/ 

team behavior. 
❏ Members self-reinforce 

norms. 
❏ Hidden agenda become 

open. 
❏ Crew is creative. 
❏ More individual 

motivation. 
❏ Crew gains 

commitment from all 
members on direction 
and goals. 

❏ Crew repairs harm 
when conflict arises. 

❏ Crew members feel 
very motivated. 

❏ Individuals defer to 
Crew/ team needs.  

❏ No surprises. 
❏ Little waste. Very 

efficient in use of 
time. 

❏ Crew members 
have objective 
outlook. 

❏ Individuals take 
pleasure in the 
success of the 
Crew. 

❏ “We” versus “I” 
❏ High pride in 

Crew. 
❏ High openness and 

support. 
❏ High empathy. 
❏ High trust in 

everyone. 
❏ Okay to risk 

confrontation. 
❏ Crew is like a 

school family. 

 

Action Steps: 
 “Forming” to “Storming” 

Action Steps: 
“Storming” to “Norming” 

Action Steps: 
“Norming” to “Performing” 

❏ Set a mission & goals. 
❏ Establish roles. 
❏ Recognize need to move out 

of “forming” stage. 
❏ Leader is directive. 
❏ Figure ways to build & 

practice trust 
❏ Decide one and for all to be a 

team. 

❏ Crew leader actively supports 
& reinforces team behavior 

❏ Crew leader asks for and 
expects results. 

❏ Recognize, publicize team 
wins. 

❏ Listen to each other. 
❏ Everyone works actively to 

set a supportive environment. 
❏ Build trust by honoring 

commitments. 
❏ Manifest the vision of Crew/ 

your mission 

❏ Maintain traditions. 
❏ Praise each other. 
❏ Self-evaluate without a fuss. 
❏ Share leadership role 
❏ Share successes. 
❏ Communicate all the time. 
❏ Share responsibility.  
❏ Delegate freely within the 

Crew. 
❏ Commit full presence when in 

Crew. 
❏ Keep raising the bar- new, 

higher goals 
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Grade-level Program Overview 
 

Grade 9 
Freshman crew begins by focusing on relationships, community building, and the guiding question, “who am I?” Twice 
in their Freshmen year, students will have the opportunity to gain camping experience and bond with their crews in a two 
day wilderness excursion to Arcadia Management area. Students are immersed into EL Education and Greene School 
culture through work on stewardship, literacy, portfolio building for student-led conferences and Passage and building a 
sense of community.  
 

Grade 10 
Sophomore crew addresses the guiding questions by focusing primarily on “how am I doing? / who do I want to be?” 
and each of the big-picture learning targets. Crew members also spend significant time preparing materials and their 
presentation for Passage Presentation. Students contemplate the meaning of a passage and engage in rich conversations 
with their Crew regarding their own entry into their upperclassman years. Other areas of concentration are relationships, 
literacy, and stewardship. All Crew members participate in the two-day Wilderness Experience in Acadia to renew the 
crew’s spirit and begin asking “where am I now?”  
 

Grade 11 
Junior crew addresses all three overarching guiding questions with special emphasis on “what are my plans for the 
future?” Crew members begin an in-depth college search with the support of their crew leader and will have several one-
on-one meetings with the guidance counselor as part of their post-secondary preparation. Other areas of concentration are 
relationships, financial literacy, and stewardship. All Crew members participate in a three-day Wilderness Experience in 
Pachaug State Forest. 
 

Grade 12 
Senior crew continues to build upon the question, “what are my plans for the future?” and embodies significant literacy 
work reflecting on their four years at The Greene School. Crew members continue their college searches and support one 
another as members of the community are accepted into college. One-on-one meetings with the guidance counselor to 
ensure that all students’ post-secondary needs are met. Other areas of concentration are relationships and Senior Portfolio. 
All Crew members participate in the multi-day Wilderness Experience on Block Island. 
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Structure of Each Crew Period: Lesson 3.0 
As an EL Education school we have committed to the Crew structure and continuing to be leaders within the 
network in our implementation of Crew. Therefore, whether circling up on Monday, completing stewardship, or 
working on SLCs, each day should be structured in the same manner using Lesson Plan 3.0. 
 
 
Component Facilitative / Instructional Plans 

Circle- greeting  

Circle- discuss (restorative, frame 
for lesson) 

 

Engage (stewardship, academic 
counseling, literacy, initiative, 
etc) 

 

Circle-debrief of learning / group 
processing 

 

 
 
 
 

The Spirit of Crew: Classroom Visibility  
Every classroom at The Greene School should have EL Education’s Design Principles posted in the 
classroom. You are welcome to use DP Individual Posters or develop something similar of your own.  
 
Additionally, every Crew leader maintains a Crew bulletin board that includes but is not limited to: guiding 
questions, Crew member photos, and college bound material. 
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Learning Targets- 4 Year Sequence 
 

 
LEARNING TARGETS 

Grade Focus 

9 10 11 12 

Relationships I can authentically engage with my Crew and school 
community around initiatives.  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

I can actively engage in restorative Crew circles and 
discussions. ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Literacy I can identify who I am and who I want to be through 
effective personal writing.   ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

I can embrace my primacy of self discovery through 
the analysis of a text. ✓  ✓  

Numeracy I can demonstrate introductory financial literacy life 
skills.   ✓  

Stewardship I can contribute to school sustainability by being a 
steward of the natural world. ✓  ✓  

I can contribute to school sustainability by being a 
steward of our resources.  ✓  ✓ 

Wilderness I can contribute genuinely socially, emotionally, and 
academically in my Wilderness experience.  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

I can plan, prepare, and adventure with my Crew 
regularly to immerse myself in the outdoor campus. ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

 
SLCs 

I can examine, analyze, and defend academic work 
by leading my SLC. ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Passage I can develop a comprehensive portfolio that 
communicates my social, emotional, and academic 
growth in high school.  

 ✓   

Senior 
Portfolio 

I can compile a comprehensive portfolio that defends 
my academic accomplishments.    ✓ 

College 
Bound 

I can identify actions I need to take in order to be 
college bound. ✓ ✓   

I can communicate my college readiness through the 
development of a post-secondary ILP.   ✓ ✓ 

 
Playlist 
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School-wide requirements: 
★ Every Monday or first day of the week is Crew circle. 
★ Once a Month: Crew outdoor initiative 
★ Stewardship each week (grades 9 and 11) 

 
2019 september crew plans  
 

September 

 

9 ● Wilderness: preparation, journal, participation, clean up 
● Peace Fest: My Piece on Peace, School Wide Crew 

Lesson Plans, URI Day of Peace (optional), Community 
Gathering 

● Literacy: Where I’m From Poem 
● Stewardship Focus: Cabbage, Brussels Sprouts, 

Broccoli 

10 ● Wilderness: preparation, journal, participation, clean up 
● Peace Fest: My Piece on Peace, School Wide Crew 

Lesson Plans, URI Day of Peace (optional), Community 
Gathering 

● Stewardship Focus: divvy up roles, calendar! 

11 ● Wilderness: preparation, journal, participation, clean up 
● Peace Fest: My Piece on Peace, School Wide Crew 

Lesson Plans, URI Day of Peace (optional), Community 
Gathering 

● Stewardship Focus:  

12 ● Wilderness: preparation, journal, participation, clean up 
● Peace Fest: My Piece on Peace, School Wide Crew 

Lesson Plans, URI Day of Peace (optional), Community 
Gathering 

● College Bound: College boot camp, draft of essay 
● Stewardship Focus: divvy up roles, calendar! 
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October 

 

9 ● SLCs: write script, development of electronic portfolio 
folders, reflect on portfolio task #1 

● College Bound: first college visit, ILP 

10 ● SLCs: organization 
● College Bound: ILP 
● Passage: organize artifacts 
● Literacy: Journal Prompts 

11 ● SLCs: organization 
● College Bound: ILP 

12 ● SLCs: organization 
● College Bound: ILP, Final College Essay 
● Senior Portfolio: review expectations, gather artifacts 

November 

 

9 ● SLCs: script, presentation 

10 ● SLCs: script, presentation 
● Passage: Present artifacts from 9th and 10th grade in 

SLC to talk about growth 

11 ● SLCs: script, presentation 

12 ● SLCs: script, presentation 
● Portfolio: ACA1 

December 

 

9 ● Stewardship Focus: Flowers for fundraising (Roses for 
Valentines, Lilys for Mother’s Day) 

10 ● Passage: Elective Reflection due 

11 ● Literacy: Listen to This I Believe, This I Believe Draft 

12 ● Portfolio: ACA2, CC3 
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January 

 

 

9 ● College Bound: Midterm Preparation 

10 ● Passage: Habits of Work Reflection due 

11 ● Literacy: This I Believe Final, Morning Meeting share out 
● College Bound: brainstorm colleges, reach vs safety 

12 ● Literacy: Final Word: Read Some, Final Word Draft 

 
 

February 

 

9 ● Stewardship Focus: Peas, radishes, lettuce, brussels 
sprouts, broccoli 

● Literacy: read a book 

10 ● Passage: ELA and Math Reflections due 

11 ● Literacy: Read a book from a menu 

12 ● Portfolio: CC2, ACA3 

March 

 

9 ● SLCs 
● Spirit Week 

10 ● SLCs if not proficient on Fall SLC or not proficient in a 
class 

● Spirit Week 
● Passage: My Odyssey 

11 ● Numeracy: Financial Literacy 
● SLCs 
● Spirit Week 

12 ● SLCs if not proficient on Fall SLC or not proficient in a 
class 

● Portfolio: CC1, ACA4 
● Spirit Week 
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April 

 

9 ● College Bound: Resume 
● Earth Fest 

10 ● Earth Fest 
● Passage: Science and History Reflections due 

11 ● Earth Fest 
● College Bound: request letters of recommendation 

12 ● Portfolio: CC4 
● Final Word: Final Draft 
● Earth Fest 

May 

 

9 ● Wilderness: preparation, journal, participation, clean 
up 

● Literacy: 6 Word Memoir 

10 ● Passage: presentation 

11 ● Wilderness: preparation, journal, participation, clean 
up 

12 ● Portfolio: practice, presentation 
● Literacy: Final Word Presentation 

June 

 

9 ● College Bound: Next Steps presentation 

10 ● College Bound: Revisit ILP 

11 ● College Bound: make list of extracurriculars, list of 
honors/AP courses, revisit ILP 

12 ● Graduate! 

 
 

CLASS OF 2018  CLASS OF 2019  

CLASS OF 2020  CLASS OF 2021  
 
 
 
 


